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An Indonesian monkey who shot to fame
after it snapped a grinning selfie-and
sparked a landmark US copyright case was

named “Person of the Year” yesterday by the ani-
mal rights group that took on the simian’s cause.
The People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) said it was honoring Naruto, a crested
black macaque with a goofy-looking grin, to rec-
ognize that “he is someone, not something”. In
2011, the monkey pressed the shutter button while
staring down the lens of a camera set up British
nature photographer David Slater on the island of
Sulawesi.  The photos quickly went viral and PETA
launched a lawsuit that claimed the then six-year-
old Naruto should be “declared the author and
owner of his photograph”.

“Naruto’s historic selfie challenged the idea of
who is a person and who is  not and resulted in the
first-ever lawsuit seeking to declare a nonhuman
animal  the owner of property, rather than being
declared property himself,” PETA Founder Ingrid
Newkirk said in a statement yesterday.

The court case set off an international debate
among legal experts about personhood for animals
and whether they can own property. Slater main-
tained he owned the rights to the pictures since he
engineered its creation-setting up the tripod and
walking away for a few minutes, only to find out
that the monkey had grabbed his camera and
snapped away.

The British photographer won the first hearing
in California but PETA then appealed to a higher
court. The case was settled in September-before
that court could make a ruling  with Slater agree-
ing to donate 25 percent of any future revenue
from using or selling the monkey selfies to help
protect the habitat of crested macaques in
Indonesia. Authorities and activists have been try-
ing to persuade villagers on Sulawesi to stop con-
suming the critically endangered monkeys, one of
many creatures that form part of the local indige-
nous community’s diet. — AFP
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TOYS R US expands operations in Kuwait and
officially opened its doors at The Avenues.
Expanding its presence across the region, the

TOYS R US opening was celebrated at an official rib-
bon cutting ceremony attended by Patricia Fietz,
Deputy Chief of Mission, US Embassy in Kuwait and
Mehsen Al-Mutairi the country regional manager for
Al-Futtaim central market company for Kuwait and
Bahrain and other senior officials of Al-Futtaim Group
along with members of the press and lots of guests.
With the opening of the new store, Al-Futtaim Group
now has 2 Toys R Us stores in Kuwait and 19 across the
MENA region.

The Avenues store, which is over 20,000 sq ft,
stocks thousands of quality toys for boys and girls, the
latest and hottest games, educational and developmen-
tal toys, sporting goods and baby products. Also on
hand are knowledgeable toy-trained staff members
ready to help customers find the perfect toy.

Speaking at the launch Mehsen Al-Mutairi said:
“Expansion has always played an important role in Al-
Futtaim Group’s growth strategy. We’re really proud to
bring TOYS R US to The Avenues, one of the most pop-
ular shopping destinations in the city. We look forward
to offering parents excellent value in a one-stop shop-
ping experience that includes the widest collection of
toys and games for kids of all ages and a great selection
of baby products.

In regards to the company expansion in Kuwait,
Mehsen added that Al-Futtaim company have a wide
plan for expansion in 2018 as we are going to open the
fourth branch for Mark & spencer in Al-Kout Mall. Also
there will be an opening for two branches for “Kate
spade” brand in both of Avenues & 360 Degree Malls

in the upcoming days.
Joaquim Fernandes, Regional Area Manager for

TOYS R US further reiterated: “TOYS R US has the
most up-to-date Toys, learning material and all the tra-
ditional favorites - everything you would expect of the
premier children’s store in the region. Located on level
one of the first phase, The Avenues store offers a fun
interactive environment with a diverse and exclusive
product range and an easy-to-shop floor layout.”

TOYS R US offers a variety of unique and exclusive
products not available anywhere else. From classic
favorites to options for technology-driven entertain-
ment on-the-go, TOYS R US shelves are stocked with
the latest, hottest and safest toys year-round. Please
note that Al-Futtaim Company operates in Kuwait fol-
lowing brands as well: Mark and spencer, Toys R Us,
BCBG, Guess, Kate spade.
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Juggling paperwork, car keys and an always-beeping
cellphone, Inet Situole, a 33-year-old in a crisp white
blouse, runs a fashion boutique with more than 100

customers a month - a far cry from a decade ago, when
she worked as a maid while trapped in an abusive mar-
riage. Despite working seven days a week cleaning and
cooking in an attempt to save some money, at the end of
the month Situole would invariably find herself with
nothing. “My husband would take all the money and
spend it,” she told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. He
also beat her and was unfaithful, she said.   

When she left him, Situole - an orphan since birth -
was terrified of what lay ahead for her and her toddler. “I
felt like dying,” she said. “I didn’t have anyone to run to.”
But in 2015, her prospects were transformed after she
joined a scheme to help unemployed mothers set up their
own businesses. The Clothing Bank (TCB) was launched
in 2010 in Cape Town by two businesswomen, Tracey
Chambers and Tracey Gilmore.  Gilmore started out by
giving unemployed friends smart outfits to wear to job
interviews - but it wasn’t working.

“While sourcing the clothing was quite easy, finding
opportunities for the women to get employment was
really non-existent,” she said. At about 28 percent, South
Africa’s unemployment rate is among the highest in the
world.  Lack of education is a key barrier to finding
work, with less than a third of South Africans completing
secondary school, according to a 2011 census. Chambers
and Gilmore decided to combine business and entrepre-
neurship training with clothing to create a venture that
could help tackle joblessness among mothers.

More than a third of South Africa’s households are
run by single mothers, a 2015 study by Statistics South
Africa showed. “We’ve always believed that if you influ-
ence and change a mother’s life, you change an entire
family,” said Tracy-Leigh Kinsey who runs TCB’s
Johannesburg branch.  “You change generations - and
that’s why we focus specifically on mothers with
dependent children.”

Business ideas  
Once selected, the

women follow a two-year
program that allows them to
study and earn a living at the
same time. “There was a
huge amount of excess
clothing stock in the retail
supply chain,” Gilmore said.
“That’s how we came up
with the idea of using (it) as
a tool to teach unemployed
women to run businesses.” The women buy the surplus
clothing - customer returns or end-of-season merchan-
dise - at discounted prices from TCB, setting up small
fashion businesses and growing them as they make a
profit.

After the training, women are free to apply their new
skills in any sector, Kinsey said.     “We push them quite
hard to start their second business while they’re still
here, so that they have something up and running, so that
they are sustainable,” she said.

Graduates from TCB’s five branches across the coun-
try have gone on to establish creches, cleaning business-
es, laundromats, cafes and catering firms, often operating
initially out of their living rooms or rented shipping con-
tainers. Building on the success of the clothing-based
scheme, TCB has branched out into other areas in recent
years, such as beauty salons. 

Unemployed men are also being trained to repair
household appliances, from
toasters to fridges, using
broken stock from retailers.
At the same time they learn
business and computer skills
to help them go it alone.
TCB has also experimented
with setting up small fran-
chises such as coffee shops
or early childhood learning
centres, and recruiting peo-
ple to become self-employed
business owners.  Today,

Situole mentors some of the students who are launching
their own ventures. “Some come and see me for advice,”
she said. “I’m proud of this, as at the end of the day I’m
helping someone to put food on the table.”

‘Fast fashion’
Key to the success of The Clothing Bank are dona-

tions from major South African retailers. In the
Johannesburg branch, women are busy sorting through a
warehouse crammed with last season’s dresses, shoes

and household appliances. “We do everything from col-
lecting to de-branding the stock, to fixing it and making
sure it’s useful,” said Kinsey, adding that it relieves sup-
pliers of the hassle of disposing of it.    “It’s important
we’re reusing this waste in a way that is helping people
that aren’t as privileged, or who are living in poverty,”
she said. What to do with excess clothing stocks is
becoming a controversial global issue.  Some have
branded the clothing industry - especially “fast fashion”
- as one of the most polluting industries in the world, not
least for its contribution to climate change.  Making 1 kg
of fabric generates on average 23 kg of planet-warming
greenhouse gases, according to a study by global con-
sultancy McKinsey.    In recent weeks, Danish and
Swedish media have reported that some fashion giants
are sending garments to be incinerated, sparking criti-
cism from environmentalists and politicians.  

Gilmore said retailers should seek green ways of
dealing with unwanted stock, such as giving it to pro-
grams like TCB. By doing so, South African retailers can
also earn points on their “Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment” scorecard, a government program to
redress the inequalities of apartheid, which provides
competitive advantages to certified businesses.  “They
have an incentive to give us that stock,” said Gilmore.
Woolworths, a major South African retailer, has donat-
ed almost 1.6 million items over the past seven years.
Gilmore said TCB’s model could be replicated in
Europe, to create business opportunities for refugees.
“It’s just getting people to be open to the possibility,”
she said. — Reuters
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Was Santa real? Scientists have offered a tantaliz-
ing clue by dating a bone said to belong to St
Nicholas, the inspiration for Father Christmas,

to the same century in which he died in what is now
Turkey. Oxford University researchers analyzed a micro-
sample of a pelvis fragment and found that it dated back
to the fourth century. Legend has it that St Nicholas, who
is depicted with a white beard in icons and was said to
have died in 343 AD, was widely known for his generosi-
ty-a trait that inspired the story of Father Christmas.

“Many relics that we study turn out to date to a period
somewhat later than the historic attestation would sug-
gest,” Tom Higham, co-director of the Oxford Relics
Centre, said in a statement. “This bone fragment, in con-
trast, suggests that we could possibly be looking at
remains from St Nicholas himself,” Higham said. The actual
bone fragment analyzed is owned by Father Dennis
O’Neill, a priest based in the US state of Illinois. But the
bulk of relics said to be of St Nicholas are held in the
Italian cities of Bari and Venice.

The scientists said the fragment was of the left pubis-
the lower part of the pelvis-while the Bari collection only
contains the upper part of the bone, suggesting they could
be from the same person. The relics in Venice consist of as
many as 500 bone fragments, which an anatomical study
has concluded were complementary to the Bari collection.
“These results encourage us to now turn to the Bari and
Venice relics to attempt to show that the bone remains are
from the same individual,” said Georges Kazan, co-direc-
tor of the Oxford Relics Centre. St Nicholas is thought to
have lived in Myra, near the modern-day Turkish town of
Demre, and his relics were carried away by a group of
Italian sailors. The legend of Father Christmas began in the
16th century at a time when stories about St Nicholas
became popular. Several European countries celebrate
December 6 as St Nicholas’s Feast Day. —AFP

Marie-Louise Wirth wouldn’t dream of giving
up her bar in northern France, even if many
of the 100-year-old’s regulars have passed

away. The tall, blue-eyed proprietor, known to locals
as Marie-Lou, also has seen  little reason to mod-
ernize the brick-fronted tavern with lace curtains in
the town of Isbergues near the Belgian border. “It’s
been like this for 50 years,” Wirth said, wiping the
same Art Deco countertop she did as a 14-year-old
when she began working in the bar for her father
back in 1931.

“They’re all surprised there’s no beer pump or
coffee machine, but they don’t remember the old
days, because there wasn’t a beer pump or a coffee
machine,” says the sprightly centenarian, who keeps
her grey hair close-cropped and wears no makeup,
except for a hint of red lipstick. The tiny bar-only
around 20 square meters (200 square feet) — has
no name. “If you have good beer you don’t need a
name,” says Wirth, who likewise has no use for the
internet, a cellphone or credit card. Never married
and childless, Wirth took over the establishment
when her father died in 1954 and she was 37.

Those were the days when customers ordered
sweet wines like Byrrh and Dubonnet, as well as
absinthe or pastis, the anise-flavored spirit that is
still broadly popular in France. But the country has
seen a sharp decline in bars since their heyday in the
1960s when they numbered around 600,000, a fig-
ure that has shrunk to fewer than 35,000 today.
Wirth recalls when Isbergues, which now has a pop-
ulation of around 10,000, was home to a steelworks
with 6,000 workers. “Back then... there were a hun-
dred bars,” she says without a trace of nostalgia.

‘Only God knows’ 
Wirth opens the bar at 8:15 every morning, sip-

ping a glass of cherry brandy with her first customer.
Hale and hearty, she calls herself a “little curiosity”
who cannot explain her longevity. “How am I sup-
posed to know why I’m like this? Only God knows

but he doesn’t speak to me!” The secret couldn’t be
in her diet, she says: “I eat a lot of spicy food...  I eat
everything I shouldn’t. You give me mayonnaise or
jam and I’ll take the mayonnaise. But I don’t have
cholesterol!”

What about exercise? “You know, I live like some-
one who’s 60 years old. I go out a lot. I like  to go
dancing. I don’t mind coming home at 2:00 am and
waking up at 7:30. I’m not tired.” And Wirth takes
risks that may seem ill-advised for a person of such
an advanced age. Her best friend Marie-Claire
Legrand confirms that she took up the challenge of a
treetop adventure course in the French Caribbean
island of Martinique in 2013, and that the two of them
have been up in a hot-air balloon. “I’m a daredevil!”
Wirth exclaims. “There’s no point living to do nothing
and see nothing.” Regulars at Wirth’s bar are becom-
ing fewer-”I’ve buried a lot of them,” she says-but
she vows to keep going as long as she can. — AFP
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Photo shows Marie-Louise Wirth, a 100-year-old
bar owner— AP
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